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Abstract

Information storage and retrieval systems that utilize raster images are increasing in
popularity on a wide variety of platforms. Image systems typically involve the
transmission of data files in the 100 KiloByte to 1 MegaByte range to users on
specialized workstations who expect retrieval in a matter of seconds. The results of the
pilot study outlines the potential for the sharing of image information among various
platforms and systems, and sets expectations regarding the level of integration.

Summary of Results and Conclusions

The Tag Image File Format (TIFF) proved to be a portable, transportable format for
raster image files in the multi-vendor Ethernet and Token Ring networked
environment at the Savannah River Site. By using TCP/IP for file transfer, the files
were successfully exchanged between various servers and workstations and viewed
through a variety of TIFF applications. File transfer rates did not saturate the LAN.
Additional capabilities in access of server-based files by workstation applications was
demonstrated, but often created heavier network loads than file copies.

The pilot creates a basis for expectation that vendors can provide applications in which
image files are easily interchanged, remotely accessed, and modified by numerous
applications across networks and across a number of vendor platforms. This alleviates
concerns that an enterprise must standardize on a single vendor for image products.

The SRS Computing Environment and Architecture

The Savannah River Site (SRS) has been operated by the Westinghouse Savannah
River Company (WSRC) for the U. S. Department of Energy since April, 1989. SRS
covers a 300 square mile reservation of federally owned land in Western South
Carolina. WSRC and other contractors at the site comprise a workforce of over 23,000,
the majority of which use computing resources daily.

Site Computing Architecture

Westinghouse Savannah River Company recently published a Computing
Architecture (1) that outlines a framework for making decisions about the
implementation of information systems and their supporting infrastructure. Some key
features of the architecture include:

Standards-based computing
Workstation orientation

Client/server technologies
Emphasis on buy vs. build
Modularity of data and applications

Based on these principles of the architecture, exploration has begun to identify key
standards and supporting methodologies for the sharing and dissemination of all forms
of electronic information. Substantial progress has been made in the areas of
networking, robust personal computers (Macintosh and PS/2 DOS), servers, and
identification of key software and network standards.
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WISDOM Workstations

A preliminary implementation of the SRS Computing Architecture for office
applications provides windowed, LAN-connected workstations with data and
applications services to both Macintosh and PS/2 users. The Workstation
Integration System for DOS, OS/2, and Macintosh (WISDOM) (2) uses Novell file
and print services to support the following objectives:

Native (Macintosh or MS-Windows) graphical user interfaces
LAN-based file and applications services
Host connectivity
Consistent set of capabilities among dissimilar workstation types
Central administration of software updates and version control
File interchange among users and between workstation types

Significant progress has been made in the interchange of word processing files and
spreadsheet files. By utilizing shared space on the servers, Macintosh users and
PS/2 users can share native word processing and spreadsheet files from a variety of
"shrink-wrap" applications packages.

Overview of Image Storage and Retrieval

Any image storage and retrieval system is composed of three subsystems:
scanning, storage and retrieval, and printing. Some specialized hardware is
associated with each subsystem, and in addition to a database for document
indexing, some additional specialized software is required by these systems.

The basic concept of image scanning is for the scanner to examine minute sections
of a page (usually 1/200th of a square inch) and to determine if that spot is black or
white. The series of black and white spots are stored as zeroes or ones in a
computer file. This so-called raster scanning is common in FAX machines and
desktop publishing. The compression methods used in FAX are usually used in
image systems to compress the file by tagging "runs" of black or white into a length
byte rather than the associated series of ider_tical bits.

The file containing the raster image is stored by servers or workstations on
magnetic or optical disk for subsequent retrieval, decompression, and viewing or
printing by a user who accesses the file via an application program. Viewing of
images typically requires a powerful PC or workstation with a large,
high-resolution monitor, but recent developments allow the use of existing
standard configurations of PC's and Macintosh workstations. Printing is usually
done by a standard 300.dpi laser printer that has been adapted for the
decompression of images into a bitmap for printing. (3)

Optional, but important, features of a system would include a high-speed network
for the linking of the workstations to the servers, and a generic database system
and operating system for the development of associated applications to the
information retrieval system. To achieve full utilization, image systems must
integrate applications to existing workstations within the existing computing
infrastructure.



Motivation for the Pilot Studies

Identifying the means for image system implementation among various platforms
and servers in a network will test one's analytical as well as detective skills.

..... Assuming there is at least one solution, the task is to find it; and if there are
multiple solutions, to find one that works robustly and reliably. The approach of
this pilot was to select a set of cooperating standards at the various levels of
interface that would allow image file access across platforms and computing tiers
in a networked environment.

As is the case in other areas of the computing industry today, there are multiple
methods for the creation, storage, transmission, and display of image data. Each
method is often optimized for its particular function, and the standards do not
overlap to the extent that there is a straight path from start to finish in an image
process. For example, the file format that some scanners produce cannot be
compressed for subsequent storage on disk, while some file transfer protocols
cannot transmit the compressed disk files. If you picture the overlapping available
standards stacked in a funnel, the objective of this analysis was to find the
arrangement of the standards so that the input at the top could find a path through
the standards to the output at the bottom.

File Formats MacPaint Encapsulated CGM
Postscript

File Transfer Kermit DECNET

Workstations Wang SUN

MacDraw

Figure 1: Illustration of Funnel Analogy for Overlapping Standards (4)
(Illustration concept: Gartner Group)
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File Formats

Although most data processing applications do not focus on the manner in which the
data is stored on the disk, most of the standards activity in imaging is focused around
the representation of the data in the disk file. Questions regarding compression
schemes, headers, pagesize definition, pixel polarity (is a zero black or white), page
orientation, and grayscale representation help define the various file formats. There
are a number of file formats for the storage of images, many with overlapping
features. Some file formats are specific to applications on a particular platform, while
others are widely accepted.

Although file formats associated with "shrink-wrap" applications are not recognized
standards, many applications provide the capability to read or import such formats.
These formats include Adobe Illustrator, MacPaint, Macintosh PICT, and
Encapsulated Postscript.

File formats which are receiving the majority of the attention in the standards arena
include Tag Image File Format (TIFF), Computer Graphic Metafile (CGM), Group IV
Facsimile, MIL-R-28002A (Computer Aided Logistics Support, CALS), Xll raster, and
ISO 8613/7 (Office Document Architecture, ODA). An Association for Information
and Image Management (AIIM) standards team, AIIM Project 90, hopes to establish
the American commercial standard for image file formats.

For this study, it was decided to concentrate on the Tag Image File Format (TIFF) for a
number of reasons: (5)

It is commonly used by image scanners
It provides flexible compression options
Color and grayscale bitmap support are provided
Applications on DOS, OS/2, Macintosh, and UNIX are available to produce

and read TIFF

Converters from other formats to TIFF were readily available
TIFF is self-describing with respect to pagesize and orientation

A recognized limitation of TIFF (level 4) and many other image file formats is that
they do not handle multiple page image files. Consequently, most image files
represent only a single page, and application software is required to collect consecutive
pages into "documents". Multiple page documents were not used in this study.

File Creation

For the pilot, a number of 200 dot per inch (dpi) image files were created from various
sources on a number of platforms and attempts made to save them as TIFF files. A
Macintosh scanner produced a bitonal (black and white) 8 1/2" x 11" TIFF file and a 3"
x 5" grayscale file. The IBM Audio-Visual Connection (AVC) produced 3"x 5"
grayscale and color TIFF flies from videotape images to DOS and OS/2 files. A digital
still camera provided floppy disks which create color 5"x 7" TIFF files through a
Macintosh interface. Bitonal and gray TIFF files were produced on a DEC VAX/VMS
system by converting existing sample Digital Document Interchange Format (DDIF)
files to TIFF using the Compound Document Architecture (CDA) converter libraries.
Wang Integrated Image System (WIIS) files were converted to TIFF through a
DOS-based utility provided by Wang.

!
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Each file was tested for readability and fidelity using applications on the originating
platform. The files ranged in size from 60,000 bytes to 530,000 bytes. Armed with a
battery of TIFF files, the next challenge was to see if applications on other platforms
would read and understand the files; but the obstacle was getting them to the platforms.

File Transmissions Between Platforms

The requirements for effective image file transfer between platforms are speed and
non-corruptive native file transmission. Since an image bitmap file could potentially
contain any bit pattern, including control codes and characters, a file transfer method
which accomodates this requirement without adding excessive overhead is needed.

An analyst should not be surprised to find multiple file transfer and communications
- protocols on any platform, with the ones that operate at highest efficiency (eg. DECNET,

IPX) being proprietary and unable to communicate with any other vendor's platforms.
The Savannah River Site has begun the solve this problem through the use of the
TCP/IP File Transfer Protocol (FFP). Running on both Ethernet and Token Ring in a
routed network, it has the potential for up to 10 megabit/second transfer rates, and
supports both text and binary file transfer modes. In practice, the actual thruput rates
are much lower, and will be discussed in detail in a later section.

Additionally, TCP/IP FTP makes no assumptions about file record lengths or record
delimeters, thus is less likely to corrupt the data stream within an unstructured file by
padding records or inserting record delimeters. It is widely supported through vendor
or third-party software on most platforms, from IBM mainframes to Macintosh and
PS/2. TCP/IP FTP is widely installed on SRS computers, and was chosen as the file
transfer mechanism for this pilot. For the image files used, FTP added less than a 5%
overhead to the data transfers.

The binary (image) mode of the TCP/IP File Transfer Protocol (FTP) was used to
transfer the files among workstations and servers. The file transfer rates varied greatly_

depending on the platforms involved, but sustained thruput rates exceeding 1
megabit/second were not acheived due to the limitations of the workstation computing
power, network board limitations, and disk I/O rates.

,.

! From/To' Macintosh PS/2 VaxStation IBM 3090*

i , , ,.., ' ' i

Macintosh .......... 3.2/4.5 2.1/5.3
i .,. , , ,, ,

PS/2 .......... 2.4/2.9 2.4/3.3

I , , , ,. ,,. ,,,,

_ VaxStation 3.4/4.5 2.4/2.9 13/21 4.1/10

IBM 3090 '2.1/5.3 .... 2.4/3.3 4.1/10 ----- .......

,,, ,, ,

% Network Utilization During 456KB File FTP Binary Copy
on Otherwise Idle 10 Mbps Ethernet Network (Avg/Peak)

* IBM 3090 Was Connected via T1 (1.5 Megabit/sec) Link

Table 1' Network Utilization During File Copies
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Workstations

As described earlier, the predominant workstations at SRS are the Macintosh and
PS/2. File servers include Novell Ethernet, DEC VAX/VMS, and an IBM
3090/MVS. Each was configured with an Ethernet board, TCP/IP Ethernet software,
and a popular TIFF viewer for that platform.

The Mac IIwas equipped with 5 MB RAM, and a color monitor. The PS/2 was a
Model 70 with 4 MB RAM and a VGA monitor. The DEC system was a VaxStation
3100/40 with 16MB RAM and 19" grayscale monitor.

Workstations Mac II PS/2
MAC/OS MAC-X P***_ DOS XI 1

MacTCP MSWord _ Prolinc MSWord

Ethertalk Photoshop IPX Designer
Windows

Ethernet
III I

Images & Workstation I Images &Servers Applications ___iles _pplications

Vax NovelI/IPX/TCP _ Sun
UNIXVMS Stores Mac and

TCP/lP PS/2 TCP/lP
l)ec-Windows Files and X-Windows

Applications 1_" g=_ I Flies &

" " Appiicathms

IBM CCFMainframe VM/BASIS
MVS
TCP/lP

_lJ Interlink

Figure 2: Equipment Layout for Image LAN

Image Applications Viewing Software

In the first phase of the pilot, the approach was to transfer the TIFF file to the local
disk of various workstations, then use "shrink-wrap" applications to open the files
for viewing. The packages used were the only ones tested, and others are likely to
provide equal capabilities.

There are two levels of file compatibility with the applications; native TIFF file
opening, and TIFF import. While native TIFF applications took only a few seconds
to open the file, those that had to import and convert it to the application's format
took up to a minute to display the file.



Adobe Photoshop (Version 1.0) was used on the Macintosh for TIFF viewing and
modifications. It supports color, grayscale, and bitonal images a wide range of file
formats, and converts between a wide range of image file formats, particularly those
popular on the Macintosh.

Micrografx Designer (Version 3.1) was used on the IBM PS/2 in a Microsoft
Windows environment. Like Photoshop, it supports color, grayscale, and bitonal
images but imports and exports a number of file formats rather than opening them
as a native format.

On the VAX/VMS platforms, the Digital Image Applications Compound Document
Viewer and CDA converter libraries were used to view and translate files. In an

additional phase of the pilot discussed later, the VAX was used as an X-Windows
host for image access and display at Macintosh and PS/2 workstations.

What Was AccOmplished

Essentially ali TIFF files produced on the various platforms were easily transferred
and were usable by the destination applications. The table below shows the amount
of compatibility betweeen the test files and platforms. There were a few unexpected
variants that were accomodated through subsequent conversions or special
handling. Details are provided in the footnotes to the table.

i

From/To: Macintosh (1) PS/2 (2) VaxStation (3)
i

Mac Scanner
Bitonal 456 KB _/ ",/ _/(6)
Grayscale 67 KB _/ _ _/

i

IBM AVC
Color 180 KB X (7) X (7) X (8)
Grayscale 60 KB (4) _/ X X (8,9)

VAX DDIF (5)
Bitonal 456 KB _/ _
Grayscale 67 KB _/ "q

,,m,,

Macintosh RGBColor TIFF 530 KB _ _/

Wang TIFF 72 KB q q q (10)

(1) "Open as TIFF" option used (6) Polarity was reversed, Converted with CDA utilities
(2) Imported as TIFF (7) Color pallette was blank, generated black image
(3) Viewed as TIFF or converted to DDIF (8) VMS CDA Viewer supports RGB color pallettes
(4) Grayscale file has color pallette (9) 4x magnification after conversion of pallette to gray
(5) VMS File Semantics removed (10) Unrecognized compression type, viewed after conversion

Table 2: Image File Interchange Matrix

|



Remote File Access

Once the capability for files to be exchanged through copying to workstation disks for
local access was established, the prospect of accessing files while they resided on the
servers was explored. Under this approach it would not be necessary to copy the file to
the local disk. SRS has installed network services that allow PS/2 disks to serve both

Macintosh and PS/2 users, and the capability for IBM 3090 disks to serve VAX users,
and the ability for VAX computers to act as Macintosh servers.

While this approach still requires equivalent file transfer demands for the copying of
image data to the local workstation memory or application, it is done in an automated
manner that does not require an explicit copy that leaves an unwanted file on the local
disk. Observed network peak and average utilizations differ from the FTP copy
utilizations since proprietary file access methods were used in these approaches.

Novell LAN

The SRS implementation of Novell file servers includes the Network Loadable
Module (NLM)to accomodate the sharing of both Macintosh and PS/2 files on the
same server. Using this feature, the pilot demonstrated the ability for Macintosh
applications to open PS/2 TIFF files and visa versa. It was expected that accomodations
would be required to remove the Macintosh resource fork header from the TIFF file to
make it compatible with non-Macintosh applications, but that was not necessary. Nor
did TIFF files from other sources require any special treatment. Peak network
utilizations approached 11.5% with averages near 6%.

The pilot demonstrated full interoperability. The same file could be opened by
different vendor's applications on the Macintosh and PS/2 at the same time. For a file
server on the same Ethernet segment, file access and opening times were
indistinguishable from local file access methods. However, peak network utilizations
exceeded those experienced during file copies for the same files and platforms using
FTP.

Interlink Gateway

The Interlink gateway allows IBM 3090/MVS disk space to behave like VAX/VMS disk
space. In the case of ASCII files, the same data is also available to IBM 3c)90
applications. The test to open a VMS TIFF file stored on the IBM 3090 dir, ctly by the
VMS image application was successful. However, there was no application available
on the IBM 3090 to test whether the image file was readable from that side. Network
utilization was low, with peaks under 2%, and data transfer and translation taking
over I minute.

VAXSHARE

Software is available from many vendors to store text and some binary Macintosh files
on VAX computers for access from both VAX and Macintosh applications. The pilot
showed that the Macintosh bitonal and grayscale files and the VAX image files were
all successfully accessed by both platforms without regard to the originator of the files.
This approach used FTP as the file transfer mechanism.



Accessed by:
Illn .... II

Stored on: Macintosh PS/2 VaxStation
I I

Novell NLM q q n/a

IBM 3090 n/a n/a _/

VAX _/ n/a .... ,
|11 iiiii

Table 3: Accessibility Matrix for Remote File Access
X-Windows

X-Windows is a client/server network-transparent windowing standard developed at
MIT in the 1980's based on the premise that any host application ,hould be able to
provide graphical output to any workstation without regard to '_..,_specific workstation
type; only that it v ould be an Xll terminal (or emulator). (6) This is the graphical
analogy to the ANSI terminal standard in text applications e.nvironments; no special
modifications are required to provide access to the wide range platforms as long as they
understand the standard.

The Xll standard defines the mechanisms for creating graphical user interfaces, defines
graphical bitmap display standards, and provides standard fonts for use by compliant
workstations. Any host application written to the Xll standard will provide equal
functionality to any Xll workstation without modifications to the application.
Additionally, as an X-Windows user, one can access applications from multiple
operating systems and hardware archtectures simultaneously. The DEC VaxStation
windowing system, DecWindows, is Xll compliant (with extensions), and provides
equal graphical interface and display capabilities to a wide variety of workstations
including SUN, Macintosh, and PS/2.

Using DecWindows, a locally written pilot application for initiating file copies, and the
Compound Document Architecture (CDA) viewer, TIFF files residing on any of the
involved servers or workstations could be copied to the VAX and displayed to either
the Macintosh or PS/2. Any of the files from any platform were viewable from either
the PS/2 or Macintosh. This approach provides automatic display of any TIFF file
anywhere on the network to existing workstations in the SRS WISDOM environment.
An attribute of Xll also guaranteed that the application would have the same user
interface regardless of which workstation was being used. No alterations were made to
the application to accomodate the number of workstation types that were retrieving,
nor was the application even aware of the differr....nces.

A drawback of Xll bitmap image display is that the images are decompressed at the
host, prior to sending to the workstation for display. This could cause network traffic of
up to 10 times the amount used by compressed images. In practice, since the CDA
viewer program recognizes that the monitors are capable of only 100 dpi display, the
uncompressed flies are decimated so that only the pixels that need to be displayed are

" sent to the view station. Consequently, the transmitted data is 25-50% the size of the
uncompressed 200 dpi file, and only twice the size of a compressed file that might have

| been copied for local access. Traffic for bitonal files was much lower than for color files.
l
|
l



From/To: Macintosh PS/2 VaxStation
i III i -- __ -- ii

VaxStation 6.9/9.8 2.1/2.8 7.3/10.2
, , , -- _ ,,,

% Network Utilization During X-Windows Display of 530 KB*
Color File on Otherwise Idle 10 Mbps Ethernet Network (Avg/Peak)

* Filesize transmitted was 240 KB. See text for info.

Table 4: Network Utilizations During X-Windows Display

Conclusions

The Tag Image File Format proved to be a portable, transportable format for raster
image files in the multi-vendor Ethernet and Token Ring networked environment
at Westinghouse Savannah River Site. By using TCP/IP for file transfer, the files
were successfully exchanged between various servers and workstations and viewed
through a variety of TIFF applications. Additionally, access of files on remote,
multivendor servers shows promise as a means for standards-based distributed
image data for access from a wide variety of applications.

File transfer rates and image traffic did not saturate the LAN, but further study of
optimizing image filesizes and transmission mechanisms is indicated before
widespread use. FTP was not as efficient or as fast as proprietary means for copying
or opening files. Some proprietary methods were twice as fast, but were not
available on ali platforms.

X-Windows proved to be an effective, workstation-independent mechanism for the
display of image files to a wide variety of workstations. Although it transmits
uncompressed data onto the LAN, the utilization was minimized due to the
applications's ability to send on the necessary data, not the entire image file.

The pilot creates a basis for expectation that applications can be written or bought in
which image files are easily interchanged, remotely accessed, and modified by
numerous applications across networks and across a number of vendor platforms.
Thus, concerns that an enterprise must standardize on a single vendor for image
products are alleviated. Identification of key standards and monitoring of industry
trends is imperative in order to assure image system and file compatibility far into
the future.
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